PRODUCTS

Rhythm In Motion
The RITMA Cube is based on roller bearing drawer
runner system. The matured and proven technology
of roller bearing drawer system from Harn provides
exceptionally smooth sliding action.
RITMA Cube focuses on the functionality and
presentation of the drawer. The luxurious drawer
system offers modern and clean lines with efficient
space utilisation.
The proven SYLENT soft-close mechanism ensures
a perfect and quiet close every time. The
I-Channel design with nests of roller bearings
offers high drawer stability when fully loaded.
Sliding action performance has been further
enhanced with new fabrication process for channel
profiles for a smoother and quieter operation than
ever before.
RITMA Cube is available in 35kg and 60kg load
rating. The programme includes drawers in three
heights.
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T3 & T6
Ultimate Cabinet Partner
Triomax now comes in new T3 and T6 series,
designed to suit light and heavy loads. With elegance
and superior performance, Triomax provides the
options to suit user’s different needs.
Triomax T3 in 35kg light loads is more affordable yet
offering
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superior

sliding

action

and

excellent

soft-closing mechanism. Triomax T6 is practical for
heavy loads up to 60kg making T6 the correct choice
for ever popular wide and deep drawers. This versatile
system provides high stability with consistent smooth
opening and closing action even under heavy load.
The Sylent integrated soft-close mechanism in
Triomax ensures a quiet and non-abrupt close every
time. The performance and attractive design of
Triomax makes it the ideal choice for even the most
discerning users.

Hidden Delight
Wood is the primary material used to create a natural
living environment. The demand for high quality wood
furniture is ever increasing. Triowood is a concealed
system that ensures the full natural beauty of the
wood furniture is retained with assurance of a perfect
close every time.
Triowood’s

design

is

based

on

proven

Trio

technologies. Sliding action is consistent even when
fully loaded. The integrated soft-close mechanism
automatically adapts to the closing speed and drawer
load.

Organiseplus
Neat and Tidy
Organiseplus

is

a

series

of

drawer

content

management accessories to help keep your drawer
neatly organised. Stainless steel cutlery trays and
utensil dividers simplify storage to keep cutlery and
utensils neatly organised. The dish washer friendly
cutlery trays make cleaning so easy. Its modular
designs allow users to mix and match the various tray
sizes for the perfect fit.
The range of railings, cross railings, dividers and
lateral dividers helps organise high front drawers
ensuring drawer contents are neatly stored and also
to prevent contents from toppling. The stylish and
durable designs make the Organiseplus accessories
a must have addition for your drawers.

Stylish and Versatile
Impaz is the most versatile drawer runner
system. The drawer sides come in four heights
and

six

lengths

to

suit

various

storage

requirements. The smooth epoxy coated finishing
ensures a scratch resistant surface that is easy to
maintain, keeping your cabinets looking great for
many years.
Impaz Sylent offers soft-close functionality,
eliminating drawer slams. This invaluable addition
means a quieter environment and also minimises
accidents. Impaz Sylent is economical and can
be easily retrofitted to existing drawers without
fuss. Sylent is golden.

Basic

Back to Basics
Basic drawer runners are based on time proven
designs. The robust and high quality construction
of rollers offers exceptional sliding action and
quietness for the lifetime of the furniture.
Basic Sylent offers soft-close functionality,
eliminating drawer slams. This invaluable addition
means a quieter environment and also minimises
accidents.
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